Design Stream Working Groups: Member selections

The AESO has completed its selections for the working groups that will help the AESO develop the design of Alberta’s capacity market. Members are listed below by working group.

The AESO’s selections ensure broad diversity and balanced representation of industry stakeholders' interests and expertise across all five design streams. Please note that due to the volume of applications we received, the AESO confined its selections to applicants representing load or generation stakeholders (i.e. applicants from load and generation stakeholder companies, or from companies and organizations expressly representing load and generation stakeholders). Independent consultants and stakeholders from transmission and distribution companies were not selected.

We thank all applicants for their interest in our working groups. Stakeholders can stay informed about market design progress by watching our website for updates or by subscribing to our newsletter. There will also be opportunities for stakeholders to review and provide comments on the design of the capacity market throughout the design process. The AESO will publish and invite stakeholder feedback on subsequent versions of our Straw Alberta Market 1.0 proposal throughout the design process. These versions will capture the results of working group efforts as they move through the design tasks assigned to them.

Please send any inquiries to capacitymarket@aeso.ca

Adequacy and Demand Curve Determination Design Stream Working Group

1. Njoroge Ngure, ATCO Electricity Global Business Unit
2. Keith Knudsen, BowArk Energy
3. Ricardo Rangel Ruiz, Capital Power
4. Jay Dyson, ENMAX
5. Richard Penn, Industrial Power Consumers Association of Alberta
6. Nola Ruzycki, Just Energy
7. Tom Corscadden, MEG Energy
8. Kris Aksomitis, Power Advisory on behalf of Cogeneration Working Group
9. Marcy Cochlan, TransAlta Corporation
10. Lars Linder, TransCanada Energy Ltd
11. Tory Whiteside, URICA Energy Management
12. Nicole Leblanc, AESO
Eligibility and Capacity Value Determination Design Stream Working Group

1. Colette Chekerda, Alberta Direct Connect
2. Surendra Singh, Alberta Newsprint Company
3. Matt Davis, ATCO Electricity Global Business Unit
4. Grant Berry, Capital Power
5. Edmond de Palezieux, Depal Consulting on behalf of Devon Canada
6. Kelly Cantwell, Emera Inc
7. Sarah Griffiths, EnerNOC
8. Chris Joy, ENMAX
9. Dan Chapman, NRStor on behalf of Energy Storage Canada - Alberta Advocacy Council
10. Megan Gill, Office of the Utilities Consumer Advocate
11. Danny O’Hearn, PowerEx Corp
12. Leonard Olien, Solas Energy Consulting on behalf of Canadian Wind Energy Association
14. Kevin Dawson, AESO

Energy and Ancillary Services Design Stream Working Group

1. Dwayne Aasberg, Dow Chemical on behalf of Alberta Direct Connect
2. Cameron Hughes, AltaGas
3. Matt Davis, ATCO Electricity Global Business Unit
4. Patrick Bowes, BowArk Energy
5. Santi Churphongphun, Capital Power
6. Jillian Kohut, City of Calgary
7. Raj Retnamandan, Energy Management and Regulatory Consulting Ltd on behalf of Consumers Coalition of Alberta
8. Marina Spahlinger, Genalta
9. Darwin Gillies, Insitu Power
10. Nola Ruzycki, Just Energy
11. Tom Rudd, Nexen Energy
12. Doug Simpson, Office of the Utilities Consumer Advocate
13. Leonard Olien, Solas Energy Consulting on behalf of Canadian Wind Energy Association
14. Gursharan Grewal, Syncrude Canada Ltd
15. Jason Politylo, TransAlta Corporation
17. Cheryl Terry, AESO
Market Mechanics Design Stream Working Group
1. Hao Liu, AltaLink Management Ltd on behalf of Berkshire Hathaway Energy
2. Daniel Jurijew, Capital Power
3. Jason Zimmerman, Rodan Energy Solutions
4. Chris Joy, ENMAX
5. Doug Sullivan, Insitu Power Corporation
6. Richard Penn, Industrial Power Consumers Association of Alberta
7. Tyler Mitton, Maxim Power Corp.
8. Martin Schultz, Morgan Stanley Capital Group
9. Ed Hucman, Nexen Energy
10. Kris Aksomitis, Power Advisory on behalf of Cogeneration Working Group
11. Robert Stewart, Rocky Mountain Power
12. Marcy Cochlan, TransAlta Corporation
13. Tory Whiteside, URICA Energy Management
14. Kevin Dawson, AESO

Procurement and Hedging Design Stream Working Group
1. Hao Liu, AltaLink Management Ltd on behalf of Berkshire Hathaway Energy
2. Njoroge Ngure, ATCO Electricity Global Business Unit
3. Rob Kaczanowski, Enbridge
4. Chris Joy, ENMAX
5. Colin Robb, EPCOR Utilities
6. Derek Skeet, Husky Oil Operations Limited
7. Richard Penn, Industrial Power Consumers Association of Alberta
8. Guido Bachmann, KinetiCor Resources Corp
9. Doug Simpson, Office of the Utilities Consumer Advocate
10. Kris Aksomitis, Power Advisory on behalf of Cogeneration Working Group
11. Akira Yamamoto, TransAlta Corporation
12. Peter Bubik, Turning Point Generation on behalf of Energy Storage Canada
13. Rod Albers, West Fraser on behalf of Alberta Direct Connect (ADC), Alberta Forest Products Association (AFPA) and Alberta Bioenergy Producers Group (ABPG)
14. Steve Waller, AESO